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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices developed very rapidly along with the
development of technology. Improved service users
instant messenger applications such as WhatsApp
would be very susceptible to crime. Some crimes such
as pornography, premeditated murder and fraud, in the
case involving technologies that serve as the digital
evidence in court, either in the form of conversations,
pictures, video recordings, and other chat messages
originating from the application WhatsApp. The
method used in this study using National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The NIST method
has four stages as a reference for the analysis of
evidence, namely the collection, examination, analisis
and reporting. Stages are used to process the data
security of the physical evidence found and to prove
the perpetrator. Analysis of the NIST investigation
process has stages that have been modified so that it
can adjust to the investigation procedure initiated on
the seizure of evidence until the discovery process
digital data from the evidence in the case of fraudulent
crimes using WhatsApp application. The study
produced the information stored in the database in the
form of data artifacts that the contents of the
conversation chat messages, log history of delivery,
phone number, and a conversation then based on these
data to get items of digital evidence which
subsequently became a reference in the proceedings to
determine the punishment for the perpetrators of fraud
Keywords: WhatsApp, Android, Forensic, Mobile,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices are experiencing rapid growth along
with technological developments. Mobile devices are
slowly beginning to replace the role of computers with
the increasing number of features and applications
available on mobile devices, until February 2016,
there are 1 billion active users per month. The number
has increased compared to the number of What users
in January 2015 which as many as 700 million active

users each month. WA every day serving the delivery
of messages as much as 42 Billion [1].
WhatsApp also provides security holes for the privacy
of users one of which is tapping a conversation that
involves both devices smartphones and computers.The
handling of crimes involving digital devices should be
emphasized so as to assist the judicial process for its
effects. The Digital Forensics investigation
contributes to the abuse of WhatsApp Instant
messaging service features such as the investigation of
the handling of the WhatsApp conversation tapping
through a series of standard steps in accordance with
digital forensics procedures [2].
The supporting framework used to perform forensic
mobile analysis of the evidence is by NIST framework
(National Institute of Standards Technology).The
NIST framework has four stages for the analysis of
evidence with stages of collection, examination,
analysis, reporting [3]. The framework used can
indeed produce the required data, but in obtaining an
information cannot define the encryption used in the
WhatsApp message [4].

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Digital Forensics
Forensics is an activity to conduct investigations and
establish facts relating to criminal activity and other
legal matters. Forensics is part of the science that
encompasses the discovery and investigation of data
found on digital devices (computers, handphones,
smartphones, tablets, storage and the like), in which
case digital forensics can be divided into computerrelated forensics (host, server), applications
(including databases), and devices (digital devices).
Each of them has its own deepening [5].
Digital forensics can be said to be a scientific
framework in system development to identify,
locate, retrieve, and analyze evidence from
computers, computer storage media, and other
electronic devices and present the findings in a court
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case. Digital forensics can also be interpreted as the
collection and analysis of data from various
computers of computer power including computer
systems, computer networks, communication lines,
and appropriate storage media to be presented in
court [6].
2.2 WhatsApp Messenger Forensics
Live memory has different goals and needs while
doing forensic activities.This framework can get
forensic information when an event has ended or can
be categorized as we search for information with the
help of log/history database of WhatsApp
application.Using this framework is very easy and
requires only log/history database written in the
smartphone with the help of tools. In Figure 1 shows
illustrates the Forensic WhatsApp frameworkology
using Live Memory [4].

Figure 1 Forensic WhatsApp Framework Using Live
Memory.

The simulation design of WhatsApp conversational
tapping described the WhatsApp application testing
scheme as in this case concerning the existence of
digital evidence after interception occurred. In
Figure 2 shows the response to each application
between WhatsApp on Smartphone to WhatsApp.

Figure 2 WhatsApp Attack Workflow [2]

WhatsApp conversation intercepts from Image
above are focused on synchronizing data on
WhatsApp data on a smartphone or on a web

browser, then the two applications can access each
other simultaneously and identically.
2.3 Mobile Forensics
Mobile forensic devices data taken from the phone
by itself can be used as evidence.This evidence can
be the foundation when investigating a case by law
enforcement agencies. There is some evidence that
can be extracted from the phone. The types of
evidence that can be extracted from the phone
include contact numbers, call logs, SMS messages,
audio files, emails, and internet history. These
artifacts can be extracted by either logical or
physical frameworks. Logically it is extracted with
the device using some special tools. Software or
tools that can extract these artifacts are very limited.
So forensic investigators will find it difficult to carry
out this work in a timely fashion [7].
2.4 Digital Evidence
Digital evidence is information stored or sent in a
binary form that can be judged in court. These can
be found on computer hard drives, mobile phones,
personal digital assistants (PDA), CD, and flash card
on digital cameras, among other places. Digital
evidence is generally fraught with digital or
electronic crimes, such as pornography, prostitution,
identity theft, phishing, or fraud in the form of credit
cards or ATM. However, digital evidence is now
used to prosecute all types of crimes, not just digital
crimes [9].
2.5 Android
Android is an operating system (OS) developed by
open handset alliance (OHA). The basic architecture
of Android is shown to be built based on Linux 2.6
kernel. With Linux in flash, however, a flash
transition layer provides system device functionality.
A Memory Technology Device is required to
provide an interface between a Linux OS and a
physical flash device [10].
2.6 User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
User Acceptance Testing is used to indicate the final
use of software testing performed before new
information is introduced to an organization. The
main purpose of the UAT is to replace the new
system doing what it is set to do and meet the
requirements that the business has [11].
2.7 Cybercrime
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Another definition of cybercrime is a crime that uses
information technology as an instrument or target
and forensic digital essentially answers the question
of when, what, who, where, how, and why related to
digital crime [12]. There is a lot of cyberspace in the
cyber world, including cyberbullying, the term refers
to the use of information technology to bully people
to send or post the text in order to intimidate or
threaten others [13].

III.

RESEARCH METHOD
The framework used to perform analysis of digital
evidence or stages to obtain information from the
digital evidence is by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) framework
[3].The framework recommends a basic stage in the
forensic process as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Stages of Frameworks National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [8].

Stages of research are the stage where simulations
can be performed from a case research to try to
locate a criminal on WhatsApp application based
on chat message conversations.With a variety of
simulations and stages conducted aiming to
perform mobile forensic implementation of the
analysis results in identifying the perpetrators in a
criminal case using WhatsApp then it can be
conclude the perpetrator who sent the chat message
[14].
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) framework recommends a
basic stage in the forensic process, namely
collection, examination, analysis, and reporting
[15].
a) Collection. The first phase in the process is to
identify, label, record, and acquire data from
the possible sources of relevant data, while
following guidelines and procedures that
preserve the integrity of the data. Collection
is typically performed in a timely manner
because of the likelihood of losing dynamic
data such as current network connections, as
well as losing data from battery-powered
device

b) Examination.
Examinations
involve
forensically processing large amounts of
collected data using a combination of
automated and manual methods to assess
and extract data of particular interest,
while preserving the integrity of the data.
c) Analysis. The next phase of the process is
to analyze the results of the examination,
using legally justifiable methods and
techniques, to derive useful information
that addresses the questions that were the
impetus for performing the collection and
examination.
d) Reporting. The final phase is reporting the
results of the analysis, which may include
describing the actions used, explaining
how tools and procedures were selected,
determining what other actions need to be
performed (e.g., forensic examination of
additional data sources, securing identified
vulnerabilities, improving existing security
controls), and providing recommendations
for improvement to policies, guidelines,
procedures, tools, and other aspects of the
forensic process. The formality of the
reporting step varies greatly depending on
the situation

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the first stage forensic mobile is done to find
evidence (evidence) including the smartphone by
the perpetrator. Then for the next stage, for the
next stage can be described as follows:
1) Collection
In this phase is the initial stage of the search,
data collection, and documentation of
evidence, furthermore, in this research, the
sample of evidence analyzed in the form of a
smartphone that is the scenario as evidence in
a criminal case of fraud through the
WhatsAap Messenger application. Table 1
shows the result of documentation and
specifications of evidence
Table 1 Evidence Specification Table (Evidence)
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On a smartphone to get the desired digital
artifact with the condition of WhatsApp
aplication in the condition of a smartphone
that is already in the root with inactive screen
security feature. Because to allow users to
have full access to the system so that it will
have more control for the settings, but for
smartphones that are rooted should not be
permanently at risk of altering evidence and
may result in deleted data [16].
2) Examination
In the acquisition, a stage is done imaging
process which where each smartphone will be
a different way of process imaging in
accordance with the operating system and
mobile
devices
used
and
different
characteristics.
a) Early Smartphone Detection with FTK
Imager application
In Table 2 shows smartphone 1 and 2 are
already in root condition, but which can be
detected by FTK Imager only smartphone
1 by activating USB Debugging and the
smartphone is detected on ADB.

i. Imaging process on smartphone 1 using
FTK Imager
Process in Figure 4 shows determine the
file to be in imaging.

Figure 4 Selection Process Source File to be
in Imaging

There are 5 choices of source files. The
investigator selects the selected source file
of the Physical Drive because it is in the
form of a flash or can be said to drive
physically. In Figure 5 shows the result of
SHA1 Hash.

Table 2 Preliminary Process of Smartphone
Detection with FTK Imager using USB

While on smartphone 2 can’t be detected
in ADB, but can enable USB Debugging.
This is due to the condition of smartphones
and root privileges of smartphones and the
less supportive types of vendors.
b) Imaging process smartphone
In this process imaging using a tool one of
them is tools FTK Imager as a tool for the
process of copying data on the smartphone
and one way to secure the evidence so that
the data we analyzed can be compared
with the original in addition to FTK. To do
imaging all the files residing in the
smartphone but to get more smartphone
permissions must be in the root state.

Figure 5 Result of Hash File Imaging

Value where the value is used as a
reference to match the hash value in the
original file when it is done imaging so
that when we analyze the file already in the
same imaging with the original file of the
evidence.
ii. Imaging process on smartphone 2 using
Oxygen Forensic Suite
After completion of the device search
process will then appear the device
information is connected as shown on
Figure 6.
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ii. Extract Imaging Results on Smartphone 2
using Oxygen Forensic Suite
In Oxygen Forensic Suite is slightly
different from FTK Imager or Autopsy.
Because the folders are shown do not all
appear on the start page, but are merged
into a single data folder.

Figure 6 Information Tool

The investigator can match the authenticity
of imaging data with smartphone evidence
by looking at the IMEI code contained in
the smartphone Figure 7 shows the image
result using the Oxygen Forensic Suite.

b) Exploration of Imaging Data Extraction
Results
i. Exploration on smartphone 1
Figure 8 shows the database file in the
WhatsApp folder is in the tools whose data
comes from the extracted .dd file in the open
case then the result can be directly open to the
location of a file in G: \ / EVERCROSS
[FAT16] / [root] / WhatsApp/ database.

Figure 7 Imaging Results using Oxygen
Forensic Suite Tools

Phase
Examination
is
performed
examination of the data processing and the
results of the imaging process to then be
explored to obtain or find the required
evidence is WhatsApp database stored in
the storage device smartphone without
changing data integrity.
a) Smartphone Data Extraction from Imaging
Results
In the extraction of imaging results here is
divided into two between smartphone 1
and smartphone 2 adapts to the imaging
tools used.
i. The Imaging Results on Smartphone 1
Imaging uses the Autopsy
In smartphone 1 to open the imaging file
using Autopsy, actually using FTK Imager
can be used to extract the imaging result
and its result is the same. Here the author
tries to compare from both tools to open
the imaging file format .dd.

Figure 8 WhatsApp Smartphone Database
Folder Structure 1

ii. Exploration on smartphone 2
Exposure has done on smartphone 2 get fairly
complete results, because the findings of
extracts of imaging results there is a fairly
complete file and on forensic oxygen, tools
can read all existing data in the smartphone
with root conditions in order to provide more
access rights in exploring the data and we can
see more complate data on smartphone 2.
3) Analysis
This analysis phase aims to reveal and
analyze the results of the Examination stage to
obtain data related to WhatsApp application.
a) WhatsApp Database Decryption on Both
Smartphones
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i. Database
decryption
WhatsApp
Smartphone 1
From Figure 9 shows the decrypted database
file with a 340 KB file size. Then the file is
opened using the WhatsApp Viewer
application to see what the contents contained
in the WhatsApp database

Figure 12 shows the content of the
conversation that has been decrypted there is a
database of smartphone chat message
conversations 2.

Figure 9 The Decrypted Database File on
Smartphone 1

In Figure 10 shows the contents of the
database on smartphone 1 that has been
decrypted.

Figure 10 The Contents of a Decrypted Database
on Smartphon 1

ii.

Database
decryption
WhatsApp
Smartphone 2
The smartphone 2 for different sizes with
smartphone 1, smartphone 1 has a file size of
340 KB while smartphone 2 has a file size of
2.90 MB. That's because how much the
contents of the messages stored in the
database, then also counted from how many
sending files in the form of Photos, Videos,
Voice Note, etc. that will affect the size of the
database file. The decrypted database shown
on Figure 11.

Figure 12 The Contents of a Decrypted Database
on Smartphone 2

b) WhatsApp Database Exploration
In exploring the WhatsApp database here
using the DB Browser For SQLite, the tools
can provide information in the form of
database structures, phone numbers connected
with
WhatsApp,
sending
id
notes,
conversation message quotes, etc.
i. Exploring WhatsApp
Database on
Smartphone 1
For Figure 13 is the contents in the
messages.dcrypted.db file there are several
columns
that
are
filled
with
id,
key_remote_jid, key_id, status etc.

Figure 13 The contents of the
messages.dcrypted.db file on Smartphone1

Figure 11 The Decrypted Database File on
Smartphone 2

The Figure 14 shows information that we can
catch the column which is in the file wa.db
contains contact phone numbers connected
with WhatsApp or un-connected, the existing
column in the wa.db file consists of id, jid,
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is_WhatsApp_user,status,status_timestamp,
number.

Figure 16 Conversation Contents on
Smartphone 1

Figure 14 File Contents wa.db on
Smartphone 1

ii.

Exploring WhatsApp Database on
Smartphone 2
In Figure 15 which is the contents of the file
has a column consisting of id (To Record
Message Number), key_id(Unique Messag
Identification), key_remote_jid (ID WhatsApp
from
Communication
Partners),
key_from_me (Message Direction : '0' =
Signed in, '1' = Exit) .

Figure 15 Content messages.decrypted.db
file on Smartphone 2

c) Results Both Smartphone Analysis
In the conversation, there is an element of
conversation that is notification information
winning contents of the lottery and ends with
a fraudulent action on behalf of an agency. In
Figure 16 and Figure 17 shows the content of
a conversation between two smartphones with
the number of each registered or logged in
using the phone number on the smartphone
used.

Figure 17 Conversation Contents on
Smartphone 2

Both conversations above are the result of
exporting the WhatsApp Viewer file into a .txt
format. When we look from the picture 20 and
21 at the top of the picture there is a phone
number, phone number is the phone number
owned by smartphone 2 and vice versa phone
number is phone number owned by
smartphone 1. That is smartphone 1 receive a
message sent by smartphone 2, by looking at
the message (ME) which indicates even that is
the outgoing message da (he) indicates the
incoming message.
When
viewing
the
contents
of
messages.decrypted.db file then we will find
the sender of the message that is from the side
of the phone number with no id for
smartphone 1 of id 299 -304 is on the
smartphone 2 no id starting from id 34653478 as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
From the data we can also see who sends the
message and who receives the message by
latching on the column key_from_me in the
column contains the contents of '0' and '1', for
'0' means incoming message and '1' means
outgoing message, data the key_form_me
column will also get the contents of the
message sent by the sender to the recipient.
4) Reporting
After doing the analysis of evidence in the
form of two smartphones. With the above
findings can be concluded by using the mobile
forensic process and the NIST groove on the
Android platform, digital artifacts related to
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the evidence required and obtained. In the
artifacts include conversations, photos, voice
notes, call history and others, but in this
research researchers only focus on conducting
analysis on conversations stored in the
database only. the discovery of artifacts of
evidence or evidence in the form of two
smartphones as shown on Table 3.
Table 3 Information on Findings of Evidence from
Both Smartphones at Can
Information
Smartphone 1
Smartphone 2
Mobile phone +628133481133 +6281217550
number
6
285
username
Berry
Helmy
Contact
72
285
Conversation
9
20
Encrypted
9
7
Databases

From the results of the above analysis has
been expressed that the message sent by
smartphone 2 contains the notification of the
winner of the present and smartphone 1 is the
recipient of the message. So for the
perpetrator in this scenario is smartphone 2
because that sends messages first and contains
elements of fraud Because of the name of the
agency. Proof that smartphone 2 is the
perpetrator of the crime of fraud shown on
Figure 18.

Figure 18 Contact Information on Smartphone 2

The column display_name containing the
name of the victim with number
081334811336 number is the number on
smartphone 1. So it can be concluded that the
perpetrators of this fraud case scenario are
smartphone2
with
phone
number
+628121755028 on behalf of the Helmy
owner.

5)

User Acceptance Test ( UAT)
From the testing results, the percentage of
FTK Imager is (60%), Autopsy is (52%),
Oxygen Forensic Suite is (44%) the
percentage is taken from the highest value in
the column. Based on liker's interpretation of
the distance category between 41% - 60%
belonging to a fairly high interpretation, the
assessment for the forensic tools and
applications includes quite appropriate and
can be used as a tool for analyzing forensic
investigations in finding digital evidence.

V.

CONCLUSION
Based on the stages of Mobile Forensic and the
flow of the NIST framework conducted in this
research succeeded in producing information
presented in the form of disclosure of fraudulent
criminals from findings in the form of evidence
artifacts in the form of chat message conversation
sessions, user telephone numbers, message sending
id numbers, and account owner identities.
WhatsApp and get other media files that can be
used as evidence and also the most important
encrypted database backup files.
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